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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an intelligent guiding bulletin board sys-

tem (iGBBS), which is based on vision-interactive and mul-

tiple keyword-spotting technology. The system is aimed to

provide different kinds of multimedia human-computer inter-

action (MMHCI) for users under different requirements. At

first, a real-time front-view face detection using Harr-like fea-

tures is used to decide when iGBBS should wake up and be-

come interactive with the user. After system initialization,

some feature points within the detected face area are going

to be found. Then the orientation of user’s head will be es-

timated via pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical flow tracking.

In addition, spotting the keyword from user’s utterance with

some related augmented reality responses would be provided

as well. The performance of vision-interaction in iGBBS

could be reached to 20 fps under Pentium IV 1G Hz PC. The

error rate of multiple keyword-spotting interaction in iGBBS

is about 36.2% and people can get the right response in 2.76

times search averagely. With the comparison to the traditional

guiding system, bulletin board, or other non-vision-based in-

put devices system, such like gloves or markers, our system

offers a simple, useful and economical solution for the real-

time interaction between the user and computer.

1. INTRODUCTION

During past decades, guiding systems and bulletin boards are

widely existing at many places, especially prevalent at uni-

versities. However, traditional guiding system and bulletin

boards (see Fig. 1) certainly have several drawbacks: a) In-
efficient Reusability; b) Space Consuming; c) Without Real-
time Interaction with Users and d) Monotonous.

In the recent modern stage, computerized presentation of

multimedia has been discovered for many clear advantages

over paper media and multimedia human-computer interac-

tion/interface (MMHCI) becomes an active research area for

engineering of computer science. Many researchers have paid
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Fig. 1. (a) traditional guiding system and (b) traditional bul-

letin boards.

more and more attention on the MMHCI domain for the pur-

pose of making an ease-of-use environment between we hu-

man beings and machines. Our objective is to develop an

intelligent guiding bulletin board system (iGBBS), which is

based on vision-interactive and multiple keyword-spotting tech-

nologies. Users could interact with iGBBS through their head

pose orientation and do NOT need any gloves or markers. For

some users who are not familiar with top-down data search-

ing, they could also interact with iGBBS by some keywords.

The system will recognize these keywords and return some

related data.

The article is organized as following: In Section 2, we

are going to discuss our iGBBS framework. Later, technol-

ogy of real-time vision-interaction will be drawn in Section

3. Following that, we are going to discuss our methodology

of multiple keyword-spotting interaction in Section 4. Finally,

Section 5 evaluates the performance of iGBBS and concludes

this paper.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Our system is aimed to provide different kinds of multimedia

human-computer interaction (MMHCI) for users under differ-

ent requirements. The overview of our system architecture is

shown as Fig. 2. iGBBS is composed of several major parts:

• Real-time Vision Interaction: responsible for dealing
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Fig. 2. The overview of our system architecture.

Fig. 3. The extened set of Harr-like features. The sum of

pixels within the white rectangles could be substracted from

the sum of pixels in the black area.

with when the system should wake up and become in-

teractiveable with the user.

• Multi-keyword Spotting Interaction: spotting the key-

word from user’s utterance with some related augmented

reality responses.

• Data Management and System Display: convenient ad-

ministration for information providers.

3. REAL-TIME VISION INTERACTION

According to the visual attention psychology, a visual line

reflects a direction or a place we human beings take care or

not. So, we could suppose if we have detected a front-view

face of someone, there must exist somebody who is interested

in our system.

In iGBBS, we use an appearance-based and statistical ap-

proach for the front-view face detection. This approach was

originally developed by Viola and Jones [1] and then analyzed

and extended by Lienhart [2]. As Fig. 3 shown, we totally

have 14 features which include 4 edge features, 8 line fea-

tures and 2 center-surround features in order to reach the goal

of generating a rich and over-complete feature set. These fea-

tures are so called Haar-like features, which are based on the

idea of the wavlet template, because they are computed simi-

lar to the coefficients in Haar wavelet transform[3].

Fig. 4. Face detection cascade of classifiers with N stage.

The classifier is trained to reach a hit rate of h, a false alam

rate of f and rejection could happen at any stage.

Above caculated Haar-like feature value ℘ would then be

used as an input of the decision weak classifier. Each weak

classfier represents some simple feature within the input im-

age that might be related to the face or not, as Eq (1) shown.

fi =
{

+1, if ℘i ≥ ti
−1, if ℘i < ti

(1)

Soon afterwards, a robust classifier made from multiple

weak classifiers using boosting procedure would be gener-

ated. The robust boosted classifier F could be treated as a

weighted sum of weak classifiers

F = sign(c1f1 + c2f2 + · · · + cnfn) (2)

In order to increasing the performance, Viola [1] ] sug-

gests constructing several cascades of classifier and each cas-

cade is built from several boosted classifier Fn. During the

detection stage, current search window would be analyzed by

each classifier Fn and rejection could happen at any stage (see

Fig. 4).

After we have got the front-view face area, and then all we

have to do is orientation estimating and starting the interaction

between iGBBS and the user.

Our first major step of orientation estimation is to find

some feature points, such we call “Eigen Component” within

the detected face area. “Eigen Component” represents the en-

ergies of a given window of an image after projecting accord-

ing to its eigen-vectors. So, if the energies are not constant in

all direction, it might have a corner or high texture informa-

tion for us.

Later than feature points u = [ux, uy] are found, we would

like to estimate the orientation of user’s pose by feature track-

ing technology. However, traditional Lucas-Kanade optical

flow methodology is available only when the pixel displace-

ment is quite small. In order to increase the tracking accuracy

and void the influence of large motion size, we use modified

pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical flow, which is different from

traditional one[4][5], for the feature tracking.

Given a feature point uL = [uL
X , uL

y ]T in frame I at pyra-

midal image level L,L = 0, . . . , Lm, we would like to find

its corresponding location vL in frame J at pyramidal image
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Fig. 5. The block diagram of the multi-keyword spotting sys-

tem.

level L. The objective of feature tracking algorithm is to min-

imize the image mismatching function Eq (3), where gL is

the guess for optical flow at level L.

4. MULTI-KEYWORD SPOTTING INTERACTION

In our life, speech is the most natural way to communicate

with people, so we also include speech recognition in our sys-

tem. A multi-keyword spotting technique is introduced here

to spot the keywords from a spoken utterance[6]. Proper re-

sponses therefore can be made in accordance with the spotted

keywords.

For extending the single keyword spotting to multi-keyword

spotting (see Fig. 5), we define a keyword relation table,

which is used to decide the combination of two or more key-

words in an utterance. The structure of the keyword relation is

denoted as (PK, {SK}), where PK is the primary keyword

and {SK} is the secondary keyword set. In this approach,

only one primary keyword is allowed and the secondary key-

word is optional and has some relations to the primary key-

word. Fig. 6 shows the diagram of possible keyword paths.

According to the keyword relation table and the keyword po-

sition in an utterance, we can determine multi-keyword can-

didates.

After extracting keyword candidates in an utterance, we

have to consider the combination of the primary and sec-

ondary keywords. If the secondary keyword is unreliable, that

is, it has a high distance value; the effect of the secondary

keyword should be greatly reduced. Thus, a sigmoid function

is used as the weighting function to deal with this problem.

Given a multi-keyword candidate (PK, {SK}) , the weight-

ing function for the primary keyword WPKi
is defined as Eq

Fig. 6. A diagram of possible keyword paths

(4),

where c, ρ and λ are constants. Ni is the number of the

secondary keywords in the utterance. DistSK represents the

distance of the secondary keyword SK and is defined in the

following:

DistSK =
M∑
i=1

− log P (Oi|si) (5)

where M is the number of subsyllables and Oi is the

observations corresponding to the subsyllable si in the sec-

ondary keyword SK. After the weighting function of the pri-

mary keyword is obtained, the weighted distance for the pri-

mary keyword is defined as

WDPK = WPK × DistPK (6)

Then, the weighted distance is used to determine the recog-

nition result and the keyword rejection/acceptance decision is

made by comparing WDPK with a predefined threshold.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND
CONCLUSION

In this paper, an intelligent guiding bulletin board system (iG-

BBS), which is based on vision-interactive and multiple key-

word spotting technology is proposed (as Fig. 8 shown). iG-

BBS has been built for office/lab search in Department of

Electrical Engineering at National Cheng Kung University,

Taiwan. We put this system on the first floor of the depart-

ment building, and everyone can use it to search the office

or lab that he wants to know. The performance of vision-

interaction in iGBBS could be reached to 20 fps under Pen-

tium IV 1G Hz PC. Fig. 7 shows the average response time of

vision-interaction in our experiment. Different users could

completely control iGBBS easily without a lot of training.

The error rate of multiple keyword-spotting interaction in iG-

BBS is about 36.2% and people can get the right response in

2.76 times search averagely.
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arg min
dL

x ,dL
y

uL
x +wx∑

x=uL
x −wx

uL
y +wy∑

y=uL
y −wy

(IL(x, y) − JL(x + gL
x + dL

x , y + gL
y + dy))2 (3)

WPKi
=

{
1 if SKj does not exist,

(
∏Ni

j=1
c

(1+exp(−λ×(DistSKj
,−ρ))) )

1/Ni + (1 − c) otherwise.
(4)
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Fig. 7. Average response time of vision-interaction with dif-

ferent area size in our experiment. Our experimental program

would generate 10 areas with different sizes on the monitor

randomly and we ask users to use our system to control the

mouse movement. The response time would be taken down

only when the users move their mouse to the right position.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Our intelligent guiding bulletin board system (iG-

BBS). (a) iGBBS in our EE building; (b)–(c) Real-time

vision-interaction through feature points tracking and pose

orientation estimation; (d) Fusion of keyword-spotting and

3D augmentations with ARTag[7].

Compared to the traditional guiding system or bulletin

board, our contributions could be summarized as following:

1) Re-usability. No need for extra works in manufacturing

bulletin boards. We could save manpower and material re-

sources for putting up the traditional notice, and eliminated

computers or monitors could be reused; 2) Flexibility. Ac-

cording to the surrounding environment, we could choose suit-

able display equipment; 3) MMHCI. iGBBS provides a vision-

and keyword-based interactive system. Users could get infor-

mation easily according to their customs; 4) Maintainability.

The administrator could update related information and data

through file transmission easily.
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